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Where you are:
Current Average Day CPU Utilization
   

This customizable 24-hour graph is an MPG exclusive which, at a glance, shows the average system and user workloads.
This average can either be a range of dates or most likely the peak day and is used in our What-If® modeling.

IBMi                                                                                                              UNIX

Where you will be:
Modeling Workloads on Different Systems
  

The exclusive What-If® menu models the current CPU workload from IBM i, AIX, Linux (any platform), Solaris and HPUX to any IBM Power or Pure
System. You can consolidate workloads from and of the OS and calculate the required number of cores and the recommended virtualization configuration.

IBMi and UNIX Modeling / Consolidation
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Efficient & Accurate Capacity Planning
Room For Growth
 

With MPG’s state of the art “room for growth” functionality, one can instantly understand when future upgrades are
needed. In this example, we not only configure a new IBMi LPAR, but we know our proposed system has room for
growth that will allow 20% growth over three years.

Proposed System
Room for Growth
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DASD
What is the optimal disk configuration?
Capacity and performance answers for disk
 

The ultimate goal of disk capacity planning is to configure the most cost effective disk subsystem(s) that satisfies both space and 
performance requirements. With today’s many options, HDD vs SSD, internal vs SAN, 10K vs 15K, etc, understanding the IO workload
is crucial to designing the right disk configuration. MPG’s Navigator Family collects all the necessary IO workload data for external 
disk analysis and modeling internal disk configuration to insure your space and performance requirements are met.

IBMi                                                                                                              UNIX

Understanding The Impact of Proposed DASD Changes Is Easy!
New IBMi DASD Configuration
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Improved Performance!

Hardware Tree of
Current Proposed

Devices

Not Within Best
Practice Guidelines
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Consolidation / Virtualization
Should you consolidate? Should you virtualize?
Consolidation and virtualization sizing
 

The exclusive What-If® function allows the consolidations from different OS and hardware environments to model the right IBM server 
with the correct number of cores and the virtualization configuration.

Multiple Platforms Consolidated With Just A Couple of Mouse Clicks!
  

Customer Quote:
     “BEST/1® has always been my performance and capacity planning tool. To be honest, I've not only felt frustration with the
"hardware promoting" tool, but I have never felt 100 percent confident in its predictions. I hate that feeling.
     After switching to Performance Navigator, I don't have that "uneasy" feeling anymore. I really think this product will become
the new industry standard.”
      --  D. Newman Supervisor, Boise Cascade Office Products

Multiple Platforms
Consolidated!

(IBMi, Linux, & AIX)
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Executive Reporting and Trending Analysis
Executive Performance Overview (EXPO)
    

With literally thousands of performance metrics it is difficult to know where to start with management reporting. MPG’s exclusive
Executive Performance Overview (EXPO) automates creation of executive web based performance report and graphs on CPU,
memory and disk for the entire enterprise for today, yesterday, last week, last month, and last 12 months with trending.

All Systems On One Report!

Hyperlinks Built Into The Report For Instant Drill Down Analysis:
  

Alarming Growth
is Shown! For the period 

measured, the
CPU grew 86.6%

Note: Extrapolated CPU 
% is also shown below.
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Understanding The Impact of Changes
Where were you vs. now - Before vs. After Analysis  
Another MPG’s exclusive is the Before and After analysis by with the whole system or by job. This web based report automates the 
analysis of CPU, memory and disk based on any before and after dates or range of dates. This gives management instant access to 
the effect of any hardware or software change.

Historical Trending Analysis
Where will you be vs. now 
Because of MPG’s design to keep years of historical performance data, trending of any metric is automatic. Users can
extrapolate the future value of any metric based on the historical trend. Use have full control over the trending time
period and the inclusion of any point(s) in between.
  

Before the change (4/25/2102), the average total  faults/sec was
14.9. The maximum total faults/sec was 235.9.
    
After the change (6/13/2012), the average total faults/sec was  
24.5.   The maximum total faults/sec was 430.7.
   
Impact of change: the average total faults per second increased 
63.9% and the maximum total faults per scond increased 82.6%

After a change, notice that the faulting rate increased dramatically!

Trend Shows Disk
Space is Growing
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Understanding Performance On The Entire Frame
What Is The Frame Usage ? -  ALL  LPAR Graphs  
Monitoring the performance in a virtualized world with multiple operating systems on the same frame is difficult. MPG’s Navigator 
Family can graph many metrics for the entire frame to help customers understand how to best configure the virtualized systems.

Monthly Frame Capacity Reporting:
  

24 hour Daily
Frame Analysis

CPW                                                                                                             Memory

Historical View
with Trends
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Understanding What Is Consuming The System Resources
Daily Job Summaries / Monthly Resources Consumption Analysis      
For IBM i, dozens of metrics are tracked on a monthly bases for years and daily bases for the last 90 days. Unix process data is collected
for up to a year by default. Any column or cell can be graphed from the spreadsheet.

All Metrics (CPU, IO, Memory) Can Be Analyzed By Job or By Subsystem

Analyzing Daily Jobs...

Monthly Analysis
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Understanding What Just Happened?
Current Day CPU in 15 Minute Intervals
(DASD, response time, transactions, memory also tracked)
   
Graphing current day (or past days) CPU utilization or other metrics is just a click away. Simply drill-down into any interval
and see all the jobs that were running in that interval. Select any metric (e.g. CPU%) and graph who was taking
  
Drill down Into any time interval to instantly understand what is happening on your system!

Business Partner Quote:
      “Performance Navigator allows me to provide my customers accurate system sizing by letting me show them in graphical
representation their current system batch and interactive performance. We then can work together on the system sizing of the
new processor by using the trending options as to how different processors will perform in the future under current and
anticipated workloads. This takes the guesswork out of system sizing and sets me apart from other Business Partners.     
(I recommend this product to all but my closest competition)”     
      - Scott Hirsh, Senior Account Executive, Premier Technologies

IBMi Active Jobs

Unix Top Processes
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Understanding What Just Happened?
IBMi Comprehensive Problem Determination Scripts   
When the phones are ringing off the hook, MPG’s Comprehensive problem determination lets you analyze any interval on the system...

Customer Quote:
     "Performance Navigator is a wonderful product. We used the problem determination features to find out why our CPU utilization jumped
20% in just 5 weeks. With the CPU Utilization by Job report, we were able to drill down through the data and actually found a single batch
job that was using 10 times the normal CPU cycles. Since we had years worth of history data, we were able to pinpoint with Performance
Navigator when the problem started. Using this tool, we determined that there was a program fault, and were able to prove to our
software vendor the job that was causing the problem. I have just scratched the surface of the capabilities of this product."
      - Debbie Blake, Systems Administrator, New Hanover Regional Medical Center

All Performance Components (CPU, IO, Memory) Are Analyzed                                              Top Jobs For The Period Analyzed
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